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Later, the acquisition focus shifted. Early in the new millennium James embarked on a purposeful program to
acquire key works from the first decade of the twenty-first century, years that saw the building of the Gallery of
Modern Art and the first five years of its operation. James has acquired a fine group of works in all media that
encapsulates the artistic mood of the times; paintings, photographs, prints and sculptures by leading Australian
artists, including Robert Hunter, Vivienne Binns, Jon Cattapan, Scott Redford, Luke Roberts and Anne Wallace
were targeted to build a superb collection exploring key directions in Australian art of this first decade. Since
James lives in Brisbane, he has focused on an exceptional group of works by leading Brisbane-based Aboriginal
artists, such as Vernon Ah Kee, Richard Bell and Judy Watson, but he has also collected works by leading artists
from other parts of the country, such as John Mawurndjul and Lorraine Connelly-Northey. He has not neglected
emerging artists either, acquiring for the Gallery its first works by Tony Albert, Madeleine Kelly and Gareth Donnelly.
Each work in the James C Sourris, am, Collection was acquired with the express intention of gifting it to the
Queensland Art Gallery. James has sustained his commitment to this project over more than five years and the
exhibition you will enjoy reveals the remarkable coherence of his collecting program. Every work in this exhibition
has either been acquired with his support, gifted by him or is a promised gift. This is a remarkable achievement for
one person and one that hopefully will serve as an example to others into the future.
I must mention what an enormous pleasure it has been for me personally, and for the Gallery’s staff, to work with
James to enhance the Gallery’s Collection. To meet in the spirit of comradeship, and to share our enthusiasm
for contemporary art and artists, has been an absolute pleasure. I join the Trustees, Foundation Council, Julie
Ewington (Curatorial Manager, Australian Art and curator of this exhibition) and Gallery staff, in thanking
James C Sourris, am, for this splendid ‘fifth birthday’ gift to the Gallery of Modern Art, and look forward to the
continued pleasure of our association into the future.

Luke Roberts
Australia b.1952
My West (Mother and Son) (detail) 2009
Giclée print, ed.1/5
100 x 150cm
Acc. 2011.240
Image courtesy: The artist and Milani
Gallery, Brisbane
Following
Tim Johnson
Australia b.1947
Karma Phuntsok
(collaborating artist)
Tibet b.1952
Brendan Smith
(collaborating artist)
Australia b.1964
Full moon (and details) 2005
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
Nine panels: 183 x 60cm (each)
Richard Bell
Kamilaroi people
Australia b.1953
Judgement Day (Bell’s Theorem) (detail) 2007
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
240 x 360cm
Sandra Selig
Australia b.1972
universes (detail) 2008
Enamel on spider web with adhesive on paper
Nine sheets: three 42.2 x 29.7cm; four 29.7 x
42.2cm; one 20.7 x 29.4cm; one 29.4 x 20.7cm
Judy Watson
Waanyi people
Australia b.1959
memory bones (detail) 2007
Pigment and pastel on canvas
211 x 127cm
Acc. 2010.191
passing from the edge of memory
to the night sky (detail) 2007
Pigment and pastel on canvas
211 x 127cm
Acc. 2010.192
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In an effort to create a balanced collection, I have included artists in different periods of their careers. For example,
senior Australian artists Tim Johnson, Gareth Sansom and Robert Hunter; mid-career artists Eugene Carchesio,
Helga Groves, Rosslynd Piggott, Gordon Bennett and Jon Cattapan; and emerging artists like Gareth Donnelly
and Lucy Griggs. Add to this mix traditional and urban Indigenous artists, and you can see I have attempted a
broad sweep of contemporary art. I have also made a deliberate effort not to be Queensland parochial. This is an
Australian and international collection of contemporary art.
I do not have a particular focus on Indigenous art, although it clearly occupies a large portion of the collection.
I see the Indigenous art divided into two areas: works across a wide spectrum of the Australian landscape,
including Billy Benn, Irene Entata (from Hermannsburg), and John Mawurndjul and James Iyuna from Arnhem
Land. Brisbane’s urban Indigenous artists are a special interest. Many of them are the best contemporary artists in
Australia today and we owe a debt to Peter Bellas who, as a gallery owner, supported and encouraged many artists,
several of whom have shown internationally. For example, Judy Watson is represented at the Quai Branly Museum
in Paris, Richard Bell has shown in New York, Vernon Ah Kee represented Australia at the Venice Biennale in 2009,
and Tony Albert’s work Sorry 2008 is iconic. Australia is indeed fortunate to have these artists.
Initially, because of my background in film exhibition, the Gallery acquired a number of international and
Australian video art works with my funds, by artists such as Bill Viola, William Kentridge and Australia’s Patricia
Piccinini. Later I added Tim Johnson’s complete ‘Super 8’ works, which included footage of Clifford Possum
collaborating with Tim Johnson at Papunya in central Australia in the 1970s. Although not exactly video art,
it is historically valuable. While video is used by artists to view a globalised world, equally important is how
Australian artists view world events. For example, Madeleine Kelly and her nuclear paintings, Judy Watson on the
environment, and Gordon Hookey on matters political.
In the mid 90s — after these video works were acquired — then Director Doug Hall and I agreed to work towards
a contemporary art collection for the Queensland Art Gallery to be named ‘The James C Sourris Collection’. The
discussions took nearly two years, and at the end we agreed that sufficient video art had been acquired and it was
time to broaden the collection to include painting, photography, sculpture and installations. The acquisition of
Wang Qingsong’s Night revels of Lao Li 2000 and Proposal for a Surfers Paradise public sculpture/Paradise now
2006, by Scott Redford, quickly followed and the collection was up and running.
My interest in books commenced at an early age, probably because both parents were ‘readers’. I recall at 12 my
favourite authors were WE Johns and Zane Grey. At 20, I was collecting first editions. The first title I bought as a first
edition, which I still retain, was Ian Fleming’s Dr No. My reading today is mainly art, biographies and world conflicts.
Recently, I was asked to view material the Gallery wished to acquire for the ‘Surrealism’ exhibition — original
manifestos, exhibition catalogues, journals and books. My view was it was important for the Gallery to own them
so they could be displayed during the exhibition with works from France. On the evening of the opening, Mr Didier
Ottinger, Deputy Director of the Centre Pompidou, expressed his delight about the way the printed material was
integrated with Pompidou collection works, so the exhibition had been substantially enhanced. This material
is now owned by the Gallery under the auspices of ‘The James C Sourris, am, Collection of Rare Books’ and will
take its place in the Gallery’s Research Library for generations to come. The Gallery is to be commended for the
way material has been digitised and made available to the public. I am proud that I was able, in a small way, to
contribute to this outstanding exhibition.
Five or 10 years ago art museums were probably regarded as elitist. However with exhibitions such as ‘Andy Warhol’,
‘Valentino’, ‘21st Century’ and ‘Surrealism’, the public has been made aware of modern art and has responded
with increasingly large visitor numbers to quality exhibitions; and the Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art
is firmly established on the international art calendar. I believe the decision to show major exhibitions that are
exclusive to Brisbane enhances the name of GoMA and that the role of the Gallery in Brisbane will continue to grow.
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Wang Qingsong
China b.1966
Night revels of Lao Li (detail) 2000
Type C photograph on paper, ed.7/9
120 x 960cm
Acc. 2002.013
Following
Gordon Bennett
Australia b.1955
Number twelve 2007
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
Diptych: 188 x 304cm (overall)
Acc. 2010.171a–b
Luke Roberts
Australia b.1952
Adolf 2008
Giclée print, ed.1/5
150 x 100cm
Acc. 2011.235
Andy 2008
Giclée print, ed.1/5
150 x 100cm
Acc. 2011.236
Images courtesy: The artist and Milani
Gallery, Brisbane

Emerging artists: The current crop
Bree Richards

The James C Sourris, am, Collection has the overall
effect of a contemporary Wunderkammer or cabinet of
curiosities. The collection includes works by a number
of younger artists in the first ten years of their practice
which, on the surface, appear largely unrelated beyond
the unifying intelligence of their approach.

Madeleine Kelly
Australia b.1977
Pathfinder closing 2005
Oil on canvas
240.2 x 188.3cm
Acc. 2010.441
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This group of artists all retain strong links with Brisbane: Lucy Griggs,
Catherine Brown, Natalya Hughes, Gareth Donnelly, Madeleine Kelly
and Sandra Selig, for instance, undertook their formative arts education
at Brisbane tertiary institutions and continue to exhibit regularly in
the city, although, Hughes, Griggs and Brown no longer reside in the
Sunshine State. If this connection is one commonality, another is an acute
consciousness of the wider world which often leads them to play with the
conventions of art.

Selig’s work often speaks to ideas about fragility and vulnerability,
whether of the human sphere, the biosphere, or the universe at large. This
is an interest shared by Lucy Griggs, with her delicate phantasmagorical
watercolours, and by Madeleine Kelly. While Selig foregrounds science,
such concerns are not often overt in Kelly’s paintings. Though the artist
cites photographs of translucent vascular tissues, fossils and linear
diagrams as influencing her aesthetic,4 in style, her paintings tend towards
the representational, imaginative and dream-like.

Among the most senior of this group, Sandra Selig is well-respected for her
works across a range of media: from sound and light works, to small-scale
wall pieces and works on paper, to site-specific installations. Selig has
returned repeatedly in her practice to exploring the discrepancy between
seeing and seen, or that which can be loosely described as the ‘poetics’ of
science. Rivers recording the universe (Tokyo) 2009, for instance, like
other works in Selig’s oeuvre, offers an exploration of deceptively simple,
yet evocatively mutable, moments of perception.

Kelly’s paintings present an inscrutable yet universal iconography, drawing
on a complex array of intersecting references, from contemporary politics,
to classical mythology and the artist’s own concern with environmental
degradation. Yet Kelly’s approach is also intuitive and does not follow
predetermined composition. She collects images and objects from the
natural world, along with her own photographs, and forms conjunctions
between them as she works, leaving the curious combinations and
juxtapositions open to interpretation: Kelly is ‘driving to make puzzling
pictures instead of trying to solve puzzling problems’.5

Rivers recording the universe (Tokyo) is a visual experience composed
using the most elemental and subtle means. The work depicts images of
lights reflected on urban waterways, complemented by a faintly trickling
soundtrack. Suddenly, a dark environment appears animated by a rippling
display of liquefied light and the perception of far and near is warped.
Estranged from a conventional standpoint, the viewer is forced to renew
their attention. Although Selig has attempted to fix the camera’s focus on the
surface of the water at night, she notes how other works have operated so
that as ‘spatial distances become uncertain, you become aware of your own
eyes trying to locate where the light is in relation to your body, yet because it
won’t stay still and keeps dematerialising, it’s always just out of grasp’.1

Observations of nature and natural forms are the basis of her imagery, but
by combining these elements in unexpected ways Kelly creates works that
are entrancing and perplexing. The intersection of humanity and nature lies
at the heart of her practice, but while her paintings often deal with topical
issues, such as global warming, her work is far from obvious and never
didactic. Choreography of war reportage 2002 and Pathfinder closing
2005, for instance, were created out of the artist’s concern with humanity’s
dependence on fossil fuels and the inevitable and devastating consequences
this will have for planet Earth. Kelly says that within these works she has:
‘investigated the archaeological metaphor and its potential to create

Selig has commented on her interest in investigating visual perception from
a wide variety of angles and cites a diverse array of influences, from the
sculptural work of Naum Gabo, to the ‘entropic use of geometry’ in post
1960s Latin American ‘concrete’ art. At the same time, her imagination
has long been ‘drawn to scientific renderings of invisible phenomena and
processes’.2 These intersecting, yet seemingly incongruous, concerns
perhaps go some way to explaining why there is such an ethereal exploration
of phenomena in Selig’s work. Science and, more specifically, astrophysics,
is of particular interest due to its investigation of ‘mysterious imaginary
objects that apparently exist in theory, but cannot be seen by human eyes’.3
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new meaning — in particular, the metaphor’s capacity to represent our
relationship with the environment, both natural and artificial, as a process
of accumulation of analysis, clinical mapping and construction; an
archaeology of being.’6

Within her subjective painterly universe animals are sometimes employed
as allegorical symbols, perhaps alluding to humanity’s infinite appetite
for war, greed, and destruction. In effect, these paintings are both quietly
contemplative and haunting, evoking a sense of foreboding that is
impossible to shake.

Sandra Selig
Australia b.1972
Rivers recording the universe (Tokyo)
(installation views) 2009
DV transferred to DVD, seven-channel
video installation projected on customised
polypropylene screens, 16:9, stereo, channel
1: mono, 7:37 mins; channel 2: mono, 7:03
mins; channel 3: colour, 6:32 mins; channel 4:
colour, 7:39 mins; channel 5: colour, 7:29 mins;
channel 6: colour, 6:54 mins; channel 7: mono,
6:37 mins; looped; ed. of 1
Installed dimensions variable
Acc. 2010.442a–h
Photographs: Carl Warner
Images courtesy: The artist and Milani
Gallery, Brisbane
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Sandra Selig
Australia b.1972
universes 2008
Enamel on spider web with adhesive on paper
Two of nine sheets; dimensions variable
(detail opposite)
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The interrogation of the painting project continues with the work of
Natalya Hughes, who, since 2002, has been making elegant works that
reference both Eastern and Western art history, reflecting an ongoing
interest in the aesthetics of decadence and the feminine. Her practice is
largely concerned with depicting the body in new ways, drawing imagery
from ukiyo-e woodblock prints of Edo-period Japan (1600–1868) and from
the fragmented Art Nouveau designs of nineteenth-century British artist
Aubrey Beardsley (1872–1898), who was himself inspired by the style of
Japanese woodcuts, especially by those practitioners who emphasised the
grotesque, the decadent and the erotic.
Hughes’s interest in the visual pleasure of eye-catching detail is apparent in
Flaccid Lake 2008, part of an ongoing series which draws inspiration from
the monochromatic drawings of Aubrey Beardsley. His lyrical illustrations
of European fin de siècle decadence are the source material for her large
black-and-white oil paintings, which depict fragments from skirts, ruffles
and underclothes. In Flaccid Lake, as elsewhere in the artist’s oeuvre,
clothing is depicted without wearer, and here these elaborately flouncy
fabrics, which still hold the shapes of absent bodies, morph into a mirrored
pair of abstract penile forms. These curious shapes are at once abject and

Madeleine Kelly
Australia b.1977
Choreography of war reportage 2002
Oil on canvas
185 x 174.2cm
Acc. 2010.440
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attractive. A conversation is taking place that sees a frocked-up nineteenthcentury lady morph into a flaccid male member and back again, each
bowing politely at the other, engaged in a form of wacky social discourse.
In the process of removing sign from context, Hughes leaves these curious
shapes to float within blank fields, and to function as unanchored signs.7
While the origins of Flaccid Lake lie in Beardsley’s highly ornate, if slightly
unsettled universe, Hughes creates new meanings through a process
of deconstruction and reconfiguration. The human figure is an ongoing
presence in her work, yet the primary focus here has shifted towards
delicately rendered shape, texture and drapery. Hughes reproduces
exactly the carefully stylised folds and ruffles of those Victorian garments
she references, and in the process enacts a dialogue between revelation
and concealment. As elsewhere, we find hints of titillation subtly and
knowingly expressed, and suggestions of that which lies simmering
beneath the strictures of Victorian etiquette and moral propriety. In this
way, Flaccid Lake intensifies the act of looking and the desire to see,
and by utilising a compositional style that hovers somewhere between
abstraction and figuration, Hughes reconfigures aesthetic categories such
as the feminine, the erotic, the grotesque and the sublime.

Natalya Hughes
Australia b.1977
Flaccid Lake 2008
Oil on linen
200 x 300cm
Acc. 2010.176
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The Sourris collection includes a number of works that explore the potential
of painting as both object and conceptual idea. Both Catherine Brown and
Gareth Donnelly express an interest in building from the past rather than
tearing it down and, in the process, reconnecting with history in a way that
is free of anxiety. Yet Donnelly’s work, using economical means, is physically
stranded between painting and sculpture — in essence, his works are both
and, paradoxically, neither. The youngest of this disparate group, Donnelly is
attracting national attention for his engaging and lively re-examinations of
twentieth-century Modernism. The artist describes the genesis of his series
of ‘Easy pieces’, conceived while travelling in the early 2000s.
I can’t draw, so for me they are the equivalent of doing a sketch. They are
made quickly with what is at hand . . . ’Easy pieces’ started as small works
done while travelling overseas in hotel rooms — with materials picked
up along the way (wooden coffee stirrers from Starbucks, stationery from

Both Big easy piece # 3 2006 and 24 easy pieces 2006 see Donnelly
negotiate the aesthetic values of high Modernism with a light-hearted
touch, contradicting the standard narrative of artistic struggle with
intuitive modesty and facility. The intimate scale of the sculptures in
particular, and the quotidian materials used in both works, address
the viewer with a humanity not often associated with pure abstraction.
Donnelly’s works show us a form of Modernism warmed up, and ‘at ease’.
The James C Sourris, am, Collection is attentive to the lively climate of
younger artists in Brisbane, and assembles a group of works that offer a
stimulating range of contrasts. Varying wildly in tone from the tongue-incheek to the transcendent, the one element that remains constant is the
invention with which each artist wields their chosen tools. Whether with
paintbrush, video camera, or everyday materials, each artist’s work acts as
the distillation of an idiosyncratic and compelling visual language.

Staples in Toronto, or a watercolour done with melted snow in Buffalo.
They are always small-scale and immediate: something easy to take with
you or leave behind.8

The title for this body of work was borrowed from 19 Easy Pieces, the
1999 album by Australian band My Friend the Chocolate Cake. Yet this
title has other notable precedents drawn from art history, including
Marina Abramović’s 2005 series of performance work Seven Easy Pieces,
and Carole Eastman and Bob Rafaelson’s 1970 film, Five Easy Pieces.
Donnelly’s use of the description is similarly without irony. Adding yet
another layer to this chain of association, the Brisbane musician Leighton
Craig, a member of the band The Deadnotes, with Eugene Carchesio, Stuart
Busby and Sandra Selig, borrowed the title from Donnelly for his own
recent recording, ‘Easy pieces’.
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Previous and above (detail)
Gareth Donnelly
Australia b.1980
24 easy pieces 2006
Wire, found wooden offcuts, cardboard,
slide mounts, candle-holders, ready-made
wooden craft shapes, synthetic polymer
paint and enamel
25 parts: ranging from 3.3 x 7.2 x 3.5cm
to 13.7 x 13.9 x 10.7cm
Acc. 2010.172a–y

Gareth Donnelly
Big easy piece # 3 2006
Synthetic polymer paint and balsa wood on
canvas
101.5 x 153 x 4.4cm
Acc. 2010.173
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Madeleine Kelly
Australia b.1977
Dream weapon 2010
Oil and aluminium paint on polyester
110 x 170cm
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Madeleine Kelly
Australia b.1977
Protean world 2010
Oil on canvas
170.5 x110cm
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Catherine Brown
Australia b.1967
Shapes and bench 2010
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
152 x 105cm
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Bill Viola

Judy Watson

Mulkun 1 Wirrpanda

Yalpi Yunupingu

United States b.1951

Waanyi people

Dhudi-Djapu, Dha-malamirr people

Gumatj people, Rrakpala group

Australia b.1959

Australia b.1947

Australia b.1961

and heat) 1979

memory bones 2007

Yalata 2008

Gumatj Larrakitj 2008

Videotape transferred to DVD: colour,

Pigment and pastel on canvas

Wood (Eucalyptus tetrodonta) with

Wood (Eucalyptus tetrodonta) with

stereo, 28 minutes, ed. unlimited

211 x 127cm

natural pigments

natural pigments

Acc. 1999.059

Acc. 2010.191

189 x 16cm (diam.)

248 x 22.5cm (diam.)

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

Acc. 2010.194

Acc. 2010.195

Purchased 1999 with funds from

Gift of James C Sourris through the

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

James C Sourris through the

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

Gift of James C Sourris through the

Gift of James C Sourris through the

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

2010. Donated through the Australian

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

p.141 (still)

Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

2010. Donated through the Australian

2010. Donated through the Australian

© Judy Watson 2007. Licensed by

Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

Deserts 1994

Viscopy, Sydney, 2011

p.40

p.40

Videotape transferred to DVD: colour,

pp.26 (detail), 74

Chott el-Djerid (A portrait in light

Judith Wright

stereo, 26 minutes, ed. unlimited

Australia b.1945

Acc. 1999.060

passing from the edge of memory

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

to the night sky 2007

Purchased 1999 with funds from

Pigment and pastel on canvas

Projections for Eliza #1 1999

James C Sourris through the

211 x 127cm

Videotape transferred to DVD: colour,

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

Acc. 2010.192

stereo, 20 minutes

p.137 (stills)

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

Acc. 1999.143

Gift of James C Sourris through the

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

Anne Wallace

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

Purchased 1999 with funds from

Australia b.1970

2010. Donated through the Australian

James C Sourris through the

Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

That was long ago 2005

© Judy Watson 2007. Licensed by

p.121

Oil on canvas

Viscopy, Sydney, 2011

91 x 127cm

pp.27 (detail), 74

Yang Fudong
China b.1971

Acc. 2005.260
The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

bloom 2009

Purchased 2005 with funds from

Pigment, pastel and synthetic polymer

City light (Chengshi zhiguang) 2000

James C Sourris through the

paint on canvas

Mini DV transferred to DVD: colour,

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

219 x 147cm

stereo, 6:40 minutes, colour, stereo,

pp.115–16

Acc. 2011.003

ed.3/10

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

Acc. 2003.083

Wang Qingsong

Gift of James C Sourris am through the

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.

China b.1966

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

Purchased 2003 with funds from

2011. Donated through the Australian

James C Sourris through the

Night revels of Lao Li 2000

Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

Queensland Art Gallery Foundation

Type C photograph, ed.7/9

© Judy Watson 2009. Licensed by

p.123

120 x 960cm

Viscopy, Sydney, 2011

Acc. 2002.013

p.75

The James C Sourris, am, Collection.
Purchased 2002 with funds from
James C Sourris through the
Queensland Art Gallery Foundation
pp.31 (detail), 58–9
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Madeleine Kelly
Australia b.1977
Choreography of war reportage (detail) 2002
Oil on canvas
185 x 174.2cm
Acc. 2010.440
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to paint the horror would be to
make a figuration of the visible
horrible, but to paint the scream
is to articulate forces that even lie
beyond pain and feeling. See Gilles
Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The
Logic of Sensation, Continuum
International Publishing Group,
London, 2003, p.34.
Robyn McKenzie and Gareth
Sansom, ‘Interview with Gareth
Sansom Part 1, Saturday 23 July
2005’, in Welcome to My Mind:
Gareth Sansom – A Study of
Selected Works [exhibition
catalogue], The Ian Potter Museum
of Art, University of Melbourne,
2005, p.28.

10 As art historian Ann Stephen
has commented, ‘Reinhardt’s
work defied reproduction and
provoked uproar’, in Ann Stephen,
‘MoMA’s exports “Truth Freedom
Perfection”, in A Stephen, A
McNamara and P Goad, Modern
Times: The Untold Story of
Modernism in Australia,
Miegunyah Press in association
with Powerhouse Publishing,
Melbourne, 2008, p.199.

11 Andrew McNamara and Ann
Stephen, ‘When and what was the
1960s?’, Jaynie Anderson (ed.),
The Cambridge Companion
to Australian Art, Cambridge,
forthcoming 2011.
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Mark Pennings, ‘Enchantment,
technoscience and desire’, Art
and Australia, vol.37, no.4, 2000,
p. 556–65.

2

Artist’s statement, held in
Queensland Art Gallery Research
Library Artist’s File, March 1999.

3

Artist’s statement, Filter, issue 68,
Australian Network for Art and
Technology, www.filter.org.au/
issue-68/making-art-from-science/,
viewed 19 August 2011.

4

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev,
William Kentridge [exhibition
catalogue], Castello di Rivoli/Skira,
Torino, 2004, p.33.

5

Gordon E Moore, ‘Cramming
more components onto integrated
circuits’, Electronics, vol.38, no.8,
1965, p.4.

Peter McKay
pp.119–24

Bree Richards
pp.97–106

1

Sandra Selig in Andrew
McNamara, ‘Sandra Selig: Between
seeing and the seen, art and
science’, in NEW08 [exhibition
catalogue], Australian Centre for
Contemporary Art, Melbourne,
2008, unpaginated.

2

Selig in NEW08.

3

Selig in NEW08.

4

Madeleine Kelly, ‘ARTIST Q&A:
Madeleine Kelly’, www.mca.com.
au/general/Madeleine_Kelly.pdf,
viewed 14 August 2011.

5

Kelly, ‘ARTIST Q&A’, viewed 14
August 2011.

6

Kelly, email correspondence with
the author, 15 August 2011.

7

Natalya Hughes, quoted in Charles
Green, 2004: Australian Culture
Now [exhibition catalogue],
National Gallery of Victoria,
Melbourne, 2004, p.149.

8

Gareth Donnelly, email
correspondence held in
Queensland Art Gallery Research
Library Artist’s File, 19 May 2010.
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